Essay Format
Advantage and disadvantage

(Introduction)
There is no iota(small) of doubt that ………………(paraphrase)………………...This phenomenon is offering
multifarious benefits to people/ children/ women etc. However, sometimes a couple of problems
emerge due to the same. (THESIS) The following paragraphs would cast/shed light
On merits
On demerits
On both merit and demerit

(Body 1)
To begin with the bright side (Advantage 1) …………………………. because of this
/moreover/furthermore………………………………………………… To illustrate ...

(Body 2)
Probing ahead/ Additionally/ In addition ……………...advantage 2…………… I would like to cite an
example /to illustrate…………………
OR – If you are talking about disadvantage, we will write
(Body 2)
ON the flip side of coin/ However, there are some nasty
consequences.Firstly……………………………secondly…………………………………………...

(Conclusion)
In conclusion, to conclude, I personally believe that merits outnumber the demerits: however,
efforts are made to minimise the latter one.

Solution
A lot of places in the world rely on tourism as a main source of income. Unfortunately,
tourism can also be a source of problems if it is not managed correctly.
Describe the advantages and disadvantages of tourism in the modern world. Do you
think that benefits of tourism outweigh its drawbacks?

Advantages of tourism:
•
•
•

boost in country’s economy due to increased spending
new job opening for local people
opportunities to discover new places for individual travellers

Disadvantages of tourism:
•
•
•

destruction of popular tourist destinations by large numbers of tourists
development of illegal economic activities
local people can experience loss of privacy

Introduction
Body paragraph 1 – advantages
Body paragraph 2 – disadvantages
Conclusion

Introduction Write the introduction in 2 sentences:
o

Sentence 1 - paraphrase the question (restate the problem):

There is no iota of doubt that, nowadays tourism generates a significant portion of
national income for many countries, but it has certain drawbacks too. This
phenomenonis offering multifarious benefits to people: however, sometimes a couple
of problems emerge due to the same.
o

Sentence 2 - tell the examiner what you’re going to describe in your essay:

This following paragraph would cast light on the consequences of both merit and
demerit of tourism and provide a logical conclusion.

Body paragraph 1 - advantages

Sentence 1 - state 2 main advantages:
The two main advantages of developed tourism industry are boost in country’s
economy and a large number of new job openings for the local people.

Sentences 2-4 - explain the first advantage + give an example (if possible):
To begin with the brighter side /Firstly, tourists spend money on a wide range of
services, including hotels, amusements, transportation, food and medical services.

This way, tourism yields an additional income, greatly supporting the countries’
economies.

Sentences 5-7 - explain the second advantage + give an example (if possible):
Furthermore/ Secondly, tourism increases the level of employment by bringing new
jobs. For instance, the influx of tourists results in a larger demand in restaurant
workers, tour guides, hotel staff and employees of retail services, exhorting business
owners to hire more people for these positions.

Body paragraph 2 - disadvantages
o

Sentence 1 - state 2 main disadvantages:

ON the flip side of coin /However, tourism also has some major disadvantages like
destruction of popular tourist destinations and development of illegal economic
activities.
o

Sentences 2-4 - explain the first disadvantage + give an example (if possible):

Ancient buildings, temples and monuments struggle to cope with a vast amount of
visitor’s traffic and get damaged. Also, the large number of tourists can cause
environmental problems. For instance, when places of interest are overcrowded,
natural resources often become overexploited.
o

Sentences 5-7 - explain the second disadvantage + give an example (if possible):

What’s more, tourism can create more serious situations where criminal issues are
involved. The presence of a considerable number of tourists with a lot of money to
spend, and often carrying valuables such as cameras and jewelry, increases the
attraction for criminals and brings with it activities like robbery and drug dealing.
o

Sentences 8 - make an accent on your opinion (we’ll use the opinion that tourism has
more advantages):

However, proper hospitality management and correct usage of tourism revenue by the
local government can eliminate these disadvantages.

Conclusion
o

Sentences 1-2 - briefly restate the advantages and disadvantages

To conclude, , I personally believe that merits outnumber the demerits: however,
efforts are made to minimise the latter one.

OR
To conclude, although tourism has certain disadvantages like destructive effects and
growth of crime rate, it has an extremely positive impact on country’s economy and
provides a large number of new jobs for the local people.
o

Sentence 2 - give your final opinion

I believe that these benefits of tourism outweigh its drawbacks.

Format2
Problem reasons

(Introduction)
Of late………………. (paraphrase)………………has been a prevailing concern in significant part of the
world. A sea change has been witnessed ……………………….
The following paragraphs would elucidate possible reasons of the problem and purpose a handful of
remedial measures.
(Body1)
To commence with the reasons, first and the foremost…………………………..., secondly
…………………………. explain………………………...example

(Body 2)
Undoubtedly, every lock has a key, simultaneously some solution should be implemented
…………………………………….: moreover……………………………...
(conclusions)
To recapitulate, I would like to state that government and individuals should both put their foot
forward towards in order to curb the problems.
Question
Nowadays many people have access to computers on a wide basis and a large
number of children play computer games.
What are the negative impacts of playing computer games and what can be done to
minimize the bad effects?

1. What are the positive impacts of computer games on children?
2. What are the negative impacts of computer games on children?
3. How can the negative impacts be minimized?
Introduction
Of late using computers extensively now a days than before has been a prevailing
concern in significant part of the world. A sea change has been witnessed on the use
of the same.
The following paragraphs would elucidate possible reasons of the problem and
purpose a handful of remedial measures.
OR
This essay discusses the disadvantages of playing digital games on computer
devices by youngsters and suggests some measures to reduce its negative effects.

Body 1
To commence with the reasons/ With regards to the positive effects, The first cause of
playing computer games may be that it will cause serious health-related
consequences. For example , the game is actually a type of entertainment but when
children play too much, it will be an addictive factor that makes them always come to
it at any time. This leads to a child's vision to go down ; moreover, the child can lose
eat and sleep with these games. Fuirthermore, computer games also have a
significant impact on the results and the learning process of kids . For illustrations,
because the game is like a stimulant, it is inevitable that children neglect to learn. As
a result , children can feel bored whenever they see books and want to drop out of
school. This leads to a downward learning result and the amount of knowledge in the
classroom is zero.
Undoubtedly, every lock has a key, simultaneously some solution should be
implemented. Firstly, parents should regularly take children outside to play with their
friends and encourage children to play folk games rather than computer games.
Secondly, parents should care more about their children, always ask about their
children's learning situation, listen and share with them to help them be more happy
and comfortable in their learning as well as development physiological mind of
children.
In conclusion, To recapitulate, I would like to state that government and individuals
should both put their foot forward towards in order to curb the problems.

OR
In conclusion, playing computer games is not bad but it is also harmful to children’s
health and learning. In addition, parents also need to have appropriate solutions for
games that children enjoy such as listening, sharing, chatting with children. Therefore
reducing the harm that computer games bring.

Discuss both the views and give your opinion
In salad days of millennium the society is polarised into two groups almost equally regarding the
notion that ………………………………..whereas…………………………..Different people have their distinct
mindset. The following paragraphs would shed/cast light on both the approaches before making a
fine note.

(Body1)
To commence with/to begin with the first notion ,there are myriad of factors/reasons to be shared
in its favour. First and the foremost (explain) , As it results (support
points)……………………….secondly……………………………………

(Body 2)
Shifting towards the second school of thought, Firstly………………………(reason),
secondly,………………….(explain)………………: moreover,…………………………

(conclusion)
Having discussed the argument and counter argument, I would like to infer that ……………(personal
opinion) .

